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This work documents aerosol-nucleation-rate lookup-tables generated based on the
results from a kinetic model (Yu et al. 2018ACP). Four major aerosol nucleation mech-
anisms are considered in these lookup-tables and they cover a wide range of key pa-
rameters relevant for aerosol nucleation. The lookup-tables can be used in 3-D models
to save computational cost, so they are potentially useful for other modelers who want
to simply the aerosol nucleation treatment in their models.

Overall, the manuscript is well written. The documentation is clear and key information
is provided. I think the work could be further improved by comparing these tables (cal-
culated nucleation rates) with other widely-used aerosol nucleation parameterizations,
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so that other users can have an idea about what to expect in their model result. For
example, the Vehkamaki et al (2002, hereafter V2002) binary nucleation scheme is
used by many aerosol models (e.g. CAM5 Liu et al., 2012GMD, ECHAM5-HAM, Stier
et al. 2005ACP, etc). How does the BHN lookup-table compare with V2002? The ion-
induced aerosol nucleation is considered in the ECHAM5-HAM2 model (Zhang et al.,
2012ACP), using a similar lookup-table method (Kazil and Lovejoy ,2007ChemPhys
and Kazil et al, 2010ACP). How does the BIMN lookup-table compare with K2010?

In addition, some aerosol models (Wang et al, 2009ACP, Zhang et al, 2012) use the
nucleation parameterization for the boundary layer (e.g. Kuang et al., 2008JGR) in
combination with the binary nucleation scheme. Can the THN/BIMN/TIMN schemes
be used along with such boundary nucleation scheme? It would be nice to provide
such information to other users as well.

Other specific/minor comments:

P1L11, abstract: have -> has

P1L12, L30 and throughout the text: Better use either “Ion” or “ion”.

P1L25: "for BHN, THN, BIMN, and TIMN" could be deleted

P2L11: Maybe also mention the nucleation pathways involving organics?

P4L12: Is RH the hybrid relative humidity or the RH respect to water? Please clarify.

P4L15-24: It would be nice to provide some quantitative estimate of the lookup-table
accuracy here.

P4L24: Can two points for S to get sufficient accuracy?

P5L1: extrapolation -> linear?

P5L21: very lower -> very low

P6L20: the online program (http://apm.asrc.albany.edu/nrc/) didn’t work for me (both in
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safari and firefox). Better fix it before the final publication.
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